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Photographic Surveillance Satellites

Ch’ un Feng

Photographic surveillance satellites are the military
surveillance satelli tes most frequently used in mili tary space
surveillance activities at present. This article introduces
the history, types, and working principles of such satellites.

As the proverb says, the higher you stand, the farther you
can see. When we climb to the top of Mount Shiang —- “Evil
Sees Sorrows” , looking all over, the Lake Kunming, the majestic
walls of Tien An Gate , the towering Peking Resturant, the ancient
and famous White Pagoda ... all appear right before our eyes.
We can fully enjoy the beautiful sight of our great nation’s
capital Peking. If you carry along a camera , you can take
pictures of the view for permanent memory. Taking a camera to
mountain tops and to the sky to photograph large areas of  scenery
on earth has a history of over a hundred years. Just because it
possesses an advantage of “complete viewing” , so “aerial photo-
graphy” had been used quite early as an effective tool for

S 

military surveillance. As early as in the mid nineteenth century,
someone had used balloons for photographic surveillance and can-
non aiming. At that time, someone also had tried photographic
experiments by tying a camera onto a kite. At the end of the
nineteenth century, when airplanes were introduced , cameras were
then put inside the planes. During the first world war, surveil-
lance pictures taken by airplanes numbered several thousands.
In the second world war , the number increased to ten thousand
daily. These camera photographed large amounts of military
intelligence on enemies’ airports, military ports, arms factories ,
and various types of military facilities, as well as troop con-
centration, movement, and distribution, and transportation of
supplies , performing a lot of actions in the military conflicts.
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The introduction of artificial earth satellites pushes
S aerial photography into a new stage. Because satellites have

the advantages over airplanes in speeds , altitudes , and field of

view , and also have no vibration during motion , they can take

clear pictures of large areas of the ground at very high altitudes.

These advantages attracted great interests in using satellite

photography for research on survey of the earth. Especially ,

its potential applications to military surveillance made the two

great powers, U. S. A. and U. S. S. R. , hungry for it. Right at

the end of the second world war, the American imperialists

immediately studied the feasibility of using satellites for photo-

graphic surveillance, later, this type of spy satelli tes became
one of the American imperialists’ earliest satellites for military

applications. In an attempt to dominate the world , the two super-

powers strongly developed this type of satellites, and through

various means stole military intelligence from one another, from
our country , and from other nations. In the past few years,

about a quarter of the two thousand and odd space vehicles were

used for photographic surveillance . The Soviet revisionists

were even madder . In the last ten years, they launched :311 .or

35 satellites of this kind every year. In March cif 1969, when

the Soviet revisionists invaded our nation’s noble land Chen

Bao Island, they launched ten photographic surveillance satellites
in a short period of two months. Although the Soviet revision-

ists’ satellites were numerous, they could not change their pre-

determined fate of destruction. The event of Chen Bao Island

ended with our victory and the Soviet revisionists’ failure.

Of course , satellites as a photographic surveillance tool

are rather quite useful. The smallest size of objects on earth

that they can distinguish depends on the orbital altitude and

the quality of the imaging system. The optical system for photo-

S graphic surveillance presently used can distinguish ground
objects the size of 0.3 meter. This resolving power not only

can accurately determine the location of an intercontinental
ba}listic guided missile silo, but can also distinguish the
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difference of the silo sizes. The ground resolution of 0.3 meter
is sufficient to identify by means of pictures the models of
airplanes, tanks, and cars, even to recognize individuals. The
multiple spectral techniques developed in the sixties gave new
life to the traditional method of optical photographic surveil— S

lance in identifying camouflaged targets. The development of
infrared imaging technique further makes it possible to spy on
enemy’s movement at night by satellite surveillance, and to
track submerged nuclear submarines. Hence, the use of satellites
for photographic surveillance has very important military values.

Photographic surveillance satellites can be grouped into
two basic types,according to the methods by which the surveiilance
pictures , taken by the satellites, are received. In one type,
the exposed films taken on the satellites are retrieved on ground.
This type is called retrieval photographic surveillance satellites.
In the other type, the messages on the films are transmitted by

S radio signals to the ground. This type is called radio-trans- 
S

mission photographic surveillance satellites. Below is a brief
introduction of these two types.

The Retrieval Type

Picture transmission is a key problem in satellite photo-
graphic surveillance. As far as surveillance is concerned , the
quicker the results of’ the surveillance are known, and the finer
and clearer the targets in the pictures can be seen , the better.
Of course , it would be nice to be able to photograph and view

S instantly, like field television transmission. But, this is
limited by the present level of technology. In the near future,
such an idea may become a reality. When it does, we will enter
into a new stage of real—time surveillance. At present, if an
ordinary television camera is installed on a satellite and
carried up to a height of 200 kilometers, using a k5-degree angle

lens , the pictures It will take can only resolve a ground target

S 
of greater than 10 kilometers. This obviously cannot satisfy our
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requirements. On the other hand, the higher the resolution of
the pictures, the amount of messages in each picture is also
greater. In a picture of 23 centimeter square, if it has a
resolution of 100 parallel lines per millimeter, then the amount
of messages it contains will take about half of an hour to trans-
mit by an ordinary television frequency band width. The flight
time of a satellite moving on a low orbit over a ground station
is only ten minutes. This means that, in each pass , only one S

third of the picture can be transmitted to ground. Obviously,
similar difficulties exist in using radio signals to transmit
pictures with high resolution. To solve this problem,requires
raising greatly the power of message transmission, and reducing
the amount of messages in the pictures to be transmitted, thus
lowering the resolution of the pictures. Before communication
techniques have yet achieved sufficient rates of message trans-
mission, a compromise can be made. That is to retrieve directly
on ground or in air the films which have been exposed on a
satellite. The picture resolution obtainable with optical photo-
graphy is an order of magnitude higher than other types of imag-

S ing techniques. Therefore, this retrieval method has the ad-
vantage of being capable of obtaining highly resolved pictures.

A retrieval photographic surveillance satellite is generally
equipped with cameras having narrow angle lens of long focusing
lengths and large apertures in order to obtain high resolution
pictures. It can also carry several cameras for multiple spectral
photography (Fig. 1). Over the pre-designated targets, the
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Fig. 1. Schematic Diagram of*Retrieval Surveillance Satellite.14.
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satellite takes pictures following the ground commands or auto-
matic sequencing controls. The exposed films are stored inside
dark boxes in the retrieval cabin. When all the photographic

jobs have been completed , the retrieval cabin (Fig. 2) is first

Explosion Screw Pin

Re-entry Cabin Air Bottle

1L 
vThermal Shield \w*~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ,~~~~~ 

. Receding Rocket

Instrument Cabin Deportment Stabilizer

Flash lamp 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~~* Parach
~~~~~~

d Aluminum

~~ M4~L~*~

Fig. 2. Schematic Diagram of a Retrieval Cabin

launched from the main body of the satellite. Following the 
S

ground cammands, the retrieval cabin then starts the receding

rocket over the pre—determined site. After deceleration, the

retrieval cabin containing the films is fur ther separated from
the other components and enters the re-entry orbit (Fig. 3).

~~~~~~
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- Re-entry Orbit for
.
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Fig. 3. Schematic Diagram .of the Retrieval Process
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After going through the high-density atmospheric layer, it
rejects the thermal shields and, at the same time , broadcasts
radio signals. Some even put out aluminum strips for detection
and tracking by ground radar. At the height of about 15
thousand meters from the ground , the parachutes open and the
speed further slows down. At that time, an airplane equipped
with retrieval equipment would circle above the retrieval area,
and will pick up the target in air as soon as it is discovered .
If the aerial retrieval fails , the retrieval cabin with the
films fallen on sea or land can continue to send out radio
signals so that the ground crew can further search for it. In
the entire retrieving process , the timing for firing the reced-
ing rocket must be accurately controlled. An error of 0.1 second
can make a deviation of several kilometers from the landing site.
The retrieved films are immediately developed and forwarded to
the respective agencies for evaluation and analysis.

The Radio-transmission Type

Retrieval photographic surveillance satellites are generally
equipped with narrow angle lens cameras. The pictures they take
cover small areas , and their surveillance capability is limited
by the volume of the films. Also , the retrieval is generally
made only after the satellites have completed the entire photo-

graphic job, in about ten days’ of motion on the orbit. There-

fore , they are suitable for use in detailed surveillance
(abbreviated DS) of a specific region or a new target of interest,
but are not ideal for monitor surveillance (abbreviated MS) of
large areas. With the development of satellite communication

techniques , pictures of medium resolution can be obtained by
direct radio-transmission of the films which have been processed

on the satellite. In general, these radio-transmission photo-

graphic surveillance satellites are equipped with wide—angle

lens camera$ for MS of the ground. If’ a suspicious target is
found to require DS , a retrieval type of photographic survei].-
lance satellite can then be launched to take high-resolution

6
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pictures. The complemental use of these two types of satellites
can better complete the job of strategic surveillance.

The advantage of the radio-transmission type is fast
collection of intelligence, making “real-time surveillance”
possible; the disadvantage is that the resolution of the images
on the pictures (originally of high resolution) is greatly
reduced by the optical-electrical conversion and radio trans-
mission. From this, we can see that the radio-transmission type
sacrifices a certain amount of resolution as a price to obtain
fast collection of intelligence.

Fig. 14. is a schematic diagram of the photographic system in
the radio—transmission type of surveillance satellites. As a

Film Receiver and Storage

/
Receiving Roller

Processor and D:si 
Scan Reading Roller

Film Supply Box ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Process Membrane Box

Sensor ______ 

Folding Reflector
1

80 mm Lens ~~~~ 1J61o**4p~~~~
lO mm .Lens

‘5

~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Speed Direction

Fig. L~ Schematic Diagram of the Photographic System
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satellite moves at high speeds on the orbit, in order not to
blur the pictures in the time frames of exposure due to earth’s
rotation, the camera on the satellite, like those on airplanes,
has a system of’ compensation for speed-altitude , recession, and
deportment. How are the exposed films processed on the satellite?
‘rhe processing is different from our conventional method of
using liquid developers and fixers. It uses a type of processing
membrane that has a developer attached . The exposed film and
this processing membrane are pressed together by a roller for
about three to four minutes and then separated . At this time ,
the exposed film becomes somewhat moistened . It is then put
into a desiccator for drying at a constant temperature, and its
moisture content is further removed by a desiccant . After these
processes, the film is developed. It is next sent to the reading
scanner (Fig. 5) which converts the image into video frequency
signals to broadcast to the earth . In the reading scanner , the
electron bundles emitted from the horizontal scanner strike on
the vertically sweepable fluorescence material, and produce
light. The light is focused on the film through a lens , forming
a ligh t dot of about six micrometers in diameter . The horizontal
sweep of’ the electron bundles made by the horizontal

Horizc i1a1 ~ca~Irter

/ Sca nix~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ in dex

~~j~~~~ ._— Photomi~.ltipl~~r
Film Moving Direc- - S

2.661 mm
~~~~~~~Video Magnifier

Video Signal to ~~ 
-

Tran~ni t ter

Fig. 5. Schematic Diagram of the Reading System.
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scanner and the vertical sweep by the scanning lens produce a
scanning of a certain width (such as the 2.661 millimeters in
the figure) on the film. In addition, the film is moving side-
ways so that the entire picture is scanned. The intensity of
the transmitted light from the light dot on the film is a function
of’ the image density . The transmitted light, through a focusing
system, is collected by a photomultiplier , which produces and
amplifies electrical signals . The size of the signals is direct-
ly proportional to the intensity of the transmitted light. The
message from this reflected picture is broadcast through antennas
to the ground . At present, the resolution of the picture using
this method of transmission can distinguish a ground object the
size of about 0.9 meter at an altitude of 160 kilometers.

Characteristics of the Orbit

The selection of the reference number for the satellite
orbit is very important in raising the effectiveness of photo-
graphic surveillance. To obtain pictures of high resolution,
besides increasing the focus length and aperture of the camera
and using light-sensitive films with finer grains, the orbital
altitude should be as low as possible . But, at low altitudes,
the air resistance is high, and the lifetime of the satellite
will be shortened. The DS type satellites generally are main-
tained at orbits about 150 kilometers from the ground. In order
to keep them idling on the orbit for many days, the satellites
are usually equipped with small automatic rockets which initiate
on pre-set times to adjust the orbital reference number, thus
preventing them from falling into the atmosphere. Of course ,
the satellites so equipped also are capable of automatic aerial
photographing over pre-designated areas when needed. For the MS
type satellites which require longer lifetimes, the altitude
from the ground should be more than i6o kilometers, somewhat
higher than the DS type. S
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The principal equipment on photographic surveillance
satellites is the optical camera. It produces and identifies
images on light-sensitive films from the various colors and
contrasts formed by ground objects by means of reflection, ab-
sorption, and transmission of the sunlight during the day.
tmherefore, better evaluation results can be obtained by selecting S

the proper entering angle of the sun rays , and by making use of
the change in the degree of contrast of the objects . Using the
prpper orbital reference number , it is possible to maintain a
constant relative position of the satellite’s orbital plane and 5

the sun . This orbit is called solar synchronized orbit. With
this orbit , it is only necessary to select the launching time of
the satellite in order to obtain the expected surveillance results .
For example , if we want to perform a multiple spectral surveil-
lance of the earth , the sun ’s position should better be over our
heads. The light is strongest at this time of the day , and the
shadows of the objects on the ground are also smallest. Hence ,
we send the satellite into the orbit at noon . If we choose to
launch it in the morning , then the area over which the satellite
passes will be in either the morning or the evening for that
region . At that time , the sun rays ’ entering angle is the sinai-
lest; the ground target would show a long shadow and will not
be dif f icul t  to discover .

In the past several years,photographic surveillance satellites
have been much modified and improved. Now there is a satellite
which has both the DS and MS functions . It nan. also use simul-

S taneously various imaging techniques,(suoh as multiple spectral
S techniques , infrared thermal imaging , and side-viewing radar ,e t c . )

so as to complement each other and achieve an all-weather surveil—
lance capability. At present, from satellite launching to receiv-
ing surveillance pictures requires several days’ time. In order
to satisfy the practical military demands, the current trend is
toward the development of “real-time surveillance” . This requires,

on the one hand , research and manufacture of high-resolution

telephoto systems, and , on the other hand , development of large-
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capacity mid-relay satellite systems. Surveillance pictures

. can then be transmitted on real time.
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